
FROM THE EDITORS HOW TO WRITE A HIGH-QUALITY REVIEW SITES

From the Editors: How to write a high-quality review reviews (highly rated reviews written by reviewers who won the
JIBS best reviewer award.

End this section with your recommended course of action. Your profile will display your reviewing history
and thus demonstrate your input to the peer review process as well as detailing your own articles, positions
and editorial work. Focus on typos and grammar. Any serious issues should be raised directly and immediately
with the journal as well. In the latter case, the manuscript is reviewed by one of the Co-Editors or Deputy
Editors who provides feedback to the author to help improve the article before it is sent to another journal. We
acknowledge the many criticisms of the process e. More often than not, reviewers do not agree on the
appropriate outcome of the editorial process, and making this opinion known in comments to authors is not
helpful. Many of the comments 11 out of 30 focused on describing the potential contribution or added value of
the paper. Similar to the pharmacy profession, the peer-reviewed literature has also experienced a growth
boom. How can you become a peer reviewer? Step 2. Why should you become a peer reviewer? Submit your
review without proofreading it and checking everything one more time. Refer to the Instructions for Authors
to check if the paper meets the submission criteria of the journal e. Manuscripts may also contain database
identifiers or accession numbers e. A consensus level was defined prospectively. I have no hesitation in
recommending that it be accepted for publication after a few typos and other minor details have been attended
to. We recap the week in this blog post. Make sure that your profile includes lots of detail about your current
areas of research. Peer review involves the following steps: The journal receives a paper. If you are suggesting
additional references, add the complete reference to the review. Would the paper be of interest to the
readership of the journal? Research data and visualizations Once you are satisfied that the methodology is
sufficiently robust, examine any data in the form of figures, tables, or images. Encourage graduate students to
review for conferences â€” and offer feedback their comments. Do not use this space to critique the
manuscript, since comments entered here will not be passed along to the authors. The Delphi method has been
used to aid in defining quality. Remember that authors will welcome positive feedback as well as constructive
criticism. Reviewers must declare any conflict of interest before agreeing to review a manuscript. The best
examples of this were very clear and concise statements of how the manuscript could potentially influence the
field and what the reviewer found interesting or unique about the potential contribution. That is, they read like
a discussion between colleagues who respect each other as opposed to a restaurant review where the critic did
not like the meal. We attempt to engage 3 reviewers for each manuscript. If the journal accepts the paper, it
moves into production and is published.


